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The Prime Movers behind the Global Warming Scare: Margaret Thatcher and the Rise of the
Climate Ruse

By William Walter Kay, July 26, 2022

Contrary to perception, largely sustained by opponents of the Climate Change campaign,
this campaign was never the handiwork of some vast leftist conspiracy. Rather, the prime
movers behind the Global Warming scare were a coterie of centre-right politicians such as:
German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, US President George Bush Sr., Canadian Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney and above all others, Britain’s Margaret Thatcher.

NATO Drones Murder Syrians at Church Inauguration in Hama

By Miri Wood, July 27, 2022

NATO loitering drones murdered two Syrians and wounded twelve others attending the
inauguration of the Aya Sophia Church in Suqaylabiyah City, Hama governate, Syria. The
drones (one, or two, according to different sources) were jammed with explosives, meant to
do the most damage to the church and to the Christians in attendance.

Why the European Union Is Passive in the Extradition Case Against Julian Assange

By Jezile Torculas, July 27, 2022

Former CIA Director  Leon Panetta revealed in an interview that  the US prosecution of
Assange is a way of sending a “threatening message to whistleblowers and journalists” who
expose dirty secrets of the US government.
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Following Joe Biden’s Failed Middle East Diplomacy: Saudi Arabia is Now Importing and Re-
Exporting Russian Oil to the EU

By Drago Bosnic, July 26, 2022

Ever since United States President Joe Biden took office in January 2021, he’s been trying to
bring Saudi Arabia back to the political West’s flock. The attempts to do so have escalated
significantly  after  Russia  launched  its  counteroffensive  against  NATO’s   encroachment.
Biden made numerous futile attempts to contact Saudi leadership, culminating with a failed
visit on July 15.

UK Allegedly Trained Ukrainian Troops to Retake Snake Island

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, July 26, 2022

According to an article published by the Sunday Mirror, the UK Royal Navy’s Special Boat
Service trained Ukrainian soldiers to organize an operation to retake and occupy the Zmeiny
Island in the Black Sea, popularly called Snake Island, which was under Russian control until
recently.

Video: Pfizer Trial Documents Speak of COVID Vaccine Safety Fraud. Sonia Elijah Interviewed
by Reiner Fuellmich

By Sonia Elijah and Reiner Fuellmich, July 26, 2022

Guest is Sonia Elijah, an investigative journalist and broadcaster at trialsitenews.com. She
has a background in economics and was a former BBC researcher. Her analysis on the Pfizer
COVID vaccine safety report received worldwide attention.

The Globalists’ Plan: “Illusions, Conquests, Schemes and Scams”. The Impacts on Mother
Nature

By Nowick Gray, July 26, 2022

Anyone listening to the pronouncements of Klaus Schwab of the World Economic Forum
(WEF),  its  transhumanist  disciple  Yuval  Harari,  its  Young  Global  Leaders  in  lockstep
mouthing “Build Back Better,” or Bill Gates touting forced medical intervention for every
body/soul on earth, will catch an echo of this fundamental mantra of our time.

Turkey-Supported Terrorists in North-West Syria Attack Church with Deaths and Injuries
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By Steven Sahiounie, July 26, 2022

The Hagia Sophia Church in Al-Suqaylabiyah, Syria was attacked by Radical Islamic terrorists
using a drone which was launched from the terrorist controlled enclave of Idlib on July 24. 
Two persons were killed while 12 others were wounded.

The All-American Lie Factory. Philip Giraldi

By Philip Giraldi, July 26, 2022

There are some things that I believe to be true about the anarchy that purports to be US
foreign policy. First, and most important, I do not believe that any voter cast a ballot for Joe
Biden because he or she wanted him to relentlessly pursue a needless conflict with Russia
that could easily escalate into a nuclear war with unimaginable consequences for all parties.

Engineered  Inflation  in  the  Eurozone  and  Worldwide:  Are  We  in  the  Midst  of  WW-III:
Execution  of  the  Great  Reset?

By Peter Koenig and Jerome Hughes, July 26, 2022

Let us be clear: We are in the midst of what one may call “WW III”, executed by the WEF’s
Great  Reset,  backed  by  those  invisible  financial  masters  of  the  WEF.  Among  them  the
interlinked financial  giants  BlackRock,  Vanguard  and StateStreet,  plus  the  western  world’s
banking system, in the forefront the Bank for International Settlement (BIS), also called the
Central Bank of all central banks, as well as the FED, European Central Bank (ECB) – and
specially the western international banking conglomerate.
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